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�ǄɪȢưƸǄɪōŲĉŽĦĴɯ

iƉĦĉŲřǵĉǄřƉŽ

high-capacity Autonomous Mobile Robots (AMRs) and Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) perform 

similar tasks. That is, they are capable of moving materials through industrial facilities. However, 

ĉɪưƉĥƉǄɪřƸɪƉŽŲǫɪĉƸɪōƉƉĭɪĉƸɪǄŔĴɪĴȞĦřĴŽĦǫɪōĉřŽƸɪřǄɪƭưƉǤřĭĴƸɪǫƉǌưɪƉưōĉŽřǵĉǄřƉŽɮɪSǄɪǄǌưŽƸɪƉǌǄɪǄŔĉǄɪřǄʟƸɪ
ŽƉǄɪǥŔĉǄɪǄŔĴɪưƉĥƉǄɪĭƉĴƸɪǄŔĉǄɪŻĉǄǄĴưƸɯɪĥǌǄɪŔƉǥɮɪ°řŽĦĴɪŽĉǤřōĉǄřƉŽɪřƸɪƉŽĴɪƉŌɪǄŔĴɪĥřōōĴƸǄɪŌĉĦǄƉưƸɪĉȝĴĦǄřŽōɪ
ǫƉǌưɪƸƉŲǌǄřƉŽƸʟɪĴȞĦřĴŽĦǫɯɪǥĴɪǥřŲŲɪǄĉůĴɪĉɪĦŲƉƸĴưɪŲƉƉůɪĉǄɪǥŔĉǄɪōƉĴƸɪřŽǄƉɪĴȞĦřĴŽǄɪŽĉǤřōĉǄřƉŽɮ

FřưƸǄɯɪŲĴǄʟƸɪĭĴȢŽĴɪƉǌưɪǄĴưŻƸɮɪuĉǤřōĉǄřƉŽɪřƸɪǄŔĴɪĉĥřŲřǄǫɪɪǄƉɪōĴǄɪǄƉɪǄŔĴɪưřōŔǄɪĭĴƸǄřŽĉǄřƉŽɪʎƉưɪĭĴƸǄřŽĉǄřƉŽƸʏɪ
at the right time. Think about your last trip to your local home improvement store. You use navigation 

to get from the front door to the plumbing department and back to check out.

½ŔĴɪŌƉǌưɪĭřƸǄřŽōǌřƸŔřŽōɪŽĉǤřōĉǄřƉŽɪŌĴĉǄǌưĴƸɪǄŔĉǄɪŔĴŲƭɪĉĦŔřĴǤĴɪōưĴĉǄĴưɪĴȞĦřĴŽĦřĴƸɪĉưĴɰɪŲƉĦĉŲřǵĉǄřƉŽɯɪƭĉǄŔɪ
planning, obstacle avoidance, and precision maneuvers, such as smart pallet handling. A combination 

ƉŌɪǄŔĴƸĴɪŌĴĉǄǌưĴƸɪŻĉůĴƸɪǄŔĴɪ�s¨ɪƸŻĉưǄĴưɯɪŻƉưĴɪȣĴǪřĥŲĴɯɪĉŽĭɪŻƉưĴɪĴȞĦřĴŽǄɪǄŔĉŽɪǄưĉĭřǄřƉŽĉŲɪ�GÜƸɯɪ
and frees workers to do their jobs without distraction.

walls, or pillars – and use these landmarks to help 

ŲƉĦĉŲřǵĴɪǄŔĴɪưƉĥƉǄɪǥřǄŔƉǌǄɪĉŽǫɪĦƉƸǄŲǫɪřŽŌưĉƸǄưǌĦǄǌưĴɪ
changes.

SŽĭĴĴĭɯɪŻĉŽǫɪƉŌɪǄŔĴƸĴɪĉĭǤĉŽĦĴĭɪ�GÜɪ
ĦƉŻƭĉŽřĴƸɪĦŲĉřŻɪǄŔřƸɪřƸɪǥŔĉǄɪĭřȝĴưĴŽǄřĉǄĴƸɪĉŽɪ�s¨ɪ
from an AGV – the ability to navigate without 

infrastructure changes. However, as we will soon see, 

ǥŔĉǄɪŻĉůĴƸɪĉŽɪ�s¨ɪřƸɪŽƉǄɪřǄƸɪŲƉĦĉŲřǵĉǄřƉŽɪŻĴǄŔƉĭɯɪĥǌǄɪ
mainly its intelligence.

½ŔĴɪȢưƸǄɪĦƉŻƭƉŽĴŽǄɪƉŌɪĉŽǫɪŻƉĥřŲĴɪưƉĥƉǄɪŽĉǤřōĉǄřƉŽɪ
ƸǫƸǄĴŻɪřƸɪŲƉĦĉŲřǵĉǄřƉŽɯɪǥŔřĦŔɪưĴŌĴưƸɪǄƉɪǄŔĴɪưƉĥƉǄʟƸɪ
ability to know where it is in space. AGVs and AMRs 

ŔĉǤĴɪŻǌŲǄřƭŲĴɪƉƭǄřƉŽƸɪĉǤĉřŲĉĥŲĴɯɪưĴƸǌŲǄřŽōɪřŽɪĭřȝĴưĴŽǄɪ
ĦƉƸǄƸɯɪĉĦĦǌưĉĦǫɯɪĉŽĭɪĴȞĦřĴŽĦǫɮ

½ŔĴɪsƉǤĴɪ½ƉǥĉưĭƸɪuĉǄǌưĉŲ
FĴĉǄǌưĴɪiƉĦĉŲřǵĉǄřƉŽ

Traditional AGVs require some sort of infrastructure 

ĥĴĉĦƉŽɪŌƉưɪŲƉĦĉŲřǵĉǄřƉŽɪʅɪǄŔřƸɪĦƉǌŲĭɪřŽǤƉŲǤĴɪǥřưĴƸɯɪ
ŻĉōŽĴǄƸɯɪǄĉƭĴɯɪưĴȣĴĦǄƉưƸɻŻřưưƉưƸɯɪƸǄřĦůĴưƸɻ§¨ɪ
codes, or any combination of these. As such, these 

permanent facility changes resulted in static 

ƸǫƸǄĴŻƸɪǄŔĉǄɪĦƉǌŲĭɪƉŽŲǫɪƉƭĴưĉǄĴɪĉŲƉŽōɪȢǪĴĭɪưƉǌǄĴƸɪ
řŽɪƭưĴʃĭĴȢŽĴĭɪĉưĴĉƸɯɪĉŽĭɪưĴƯǌřưĴĭɪƸřōŽřȢĦĉŽǄɪ
recommissioning costs and facility updates if 

any changes were needed. 

SŽɪĦƉŽǄưĉƸǄɯɪ�s¨ƸɪĉŽĭɪƸƉŻĴɪŻƉưĴɪĉĭǤĉŽĦĴĭɪ�GÜƸɪ
use what is often referred to as natural 
feature-based localization. This technology uses 

lidar and camera sensors to make a virtual map of 

static features in the environment – like racking, 
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uĴǪǄɪǄƉɪưĴƸƉǌưĦĴɪƉưĦŔĴƸǄưĉǄřƉŽɯɪŽĉǤřōĉǄřƉŽɪřƸɪƉŽĴɪ
ƉŌɪǄŔĴɪĥřōōĴƸǄɪŌĉĦǄƉưƸɪĉȝĴĦǄřŽōɪǫƉǌưɪƉƭĴưĉǄřƉŽĉŲɪ
ĴȞĦřĴŽĦǫɮɪSŽɪǄŔřƸɪƭĉƭĴưɯɪǥĴɪǥřŲŲɪĭřƸĦǌƸƸɰ

½ŔĴɪĭřȝĴưĴŽĦĴɪĥĴǄǥĴĴŽɪƭĉǄŔɪƭŲĉŽŽřŽōɪĉŽĭɪƭĉǄŔɪ

following, and why it is critically important to the 

success of your automation program.

½ŔĴɪưƉŲĴɪƉŌɪƉĥƸǄĉĦŲĴɪĉǤƉřĭĉŽĦĴɪřŽɪƸĉŌĴǄǫɪĉŽĭɪĴȞĦřĴŽǄɪ

independent robot operations.

NƉǥɪŲƉĦĉŲřǵĉǄřƉŽɯɪƭĉřưĴĭɪǥřǄŔɪƭĉǄŔɪƭŲĉŽŽřŽōɯɪĦưĴĉǄĴɪ

a robust solution, capable of adapting to changing 

environments.

Why smart pallet detection is central to keeping 

ōƉƉĭƸɪȣƉǥřŽōɪǄŔưƉǌōŔƉǌǄɪǫƉǌưɪŌĉĦřŲřǄǫɮ

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Obstacle Avoidance

All AGVs possess collision avoidance, which refers to 

the core robot safety systems that will sense any 

path blockages and safely slow down or stop the 

robot before a collision occurs. However, only AMRs 

possess obstacle avoidance, which refers to the 

ability of the robot to not only sense and slow 

ĭƉǥŽɻƸǄƉƭɪŌƉưɪƭĉǄŔɪĥŲƉĦůĉōĴƸɯɪĥǌǄɪǄƉɪĉŲƸƉɪreroute 

and circumvent those obstacles.

Most warehouses are highly dynamic environments – 

ōƉƉĭƸɪĉưĴɪŻƉǤřŽōɪƯǌřĦůŲǫɯɪĉŽĭɪǥƉưůȣƉǥƸɪĉŽĭɪȣƉƉưɪ
plans change frequently. A Path-Following AGV is 

simply not robust to these changes. Obstacles in the 

path of the robot must be manually cleared, and 

ƸǄĉȝɪŻǌƸǄɪĴřǄŔĴưɪǄĴŻƭƉưĉưřŲǫɪưĴʃưƉǌǄĴɪǄŔĴɪ�GÜɪƉưɪ
program a new route to avoid congested areas. 

These frequent interventions and interruptions are 

ĦǌŻĥĴưƸƉŻĴɪĉŽĭɪĦƉŽƸǌŻĴɪǥƉưůĴưƸʟɪǄřŻĴɯɪƉŌǄĴŽǄřŻĴƸɪ
even requiring dedicated labor resources. By 

comparison, an AMR will independently navigate 

around the obstacle and continue on its way.

½ŔĴɪĥĴŽĴȢǄƸɪƉŌɪƭĉǄŔɪƭŲĉŽŽřŽō
ƉǤĴưɪƭĉǄŔɪŌƉŲŲƉǥřŽō

½ƉɪǌŽĭĴưƸǄĉŽĭɪǄŔĴɪƭưřŻĉưǫɪĭřȝĴưĴŽĦĴɪĥĴǄǥĴĴŽɪ
�GÜƸɪĉŽĭɪ�s¨ƸɯɪǥĴʟŲŲɪȢưƸǄɪǄĉůĴɪĉɪŲƉƉůɪĉǄɪǄŔĴɪ
ĭřȝĴưĴŽĦĴƸɪĥĴǄǥĴĴŽɪƭĉǄŔɪŌƉŲŲƉǥřŽōɪĉŽĭɪƭĉǄŔɪ
ƭŲĉŽŽřŽōɰ

Path Planning refers to the ability for a robot to 

navigate freely in dynamic environments and tight 

ƸƭĉĦĴƸɮɪ�ǫɪĦƉŻƭĉưřƸƉŽɪ�GÜƸɪŔřƸǄƉưřĦĉŲŲǫɪǌǄřŲřǵĴɪ¥ĉǄŔɪ
FƉŲŲƉǥřŽōɯɪǥŔřĦŔɪǥƉưůƸɪĥǫɪƸĴǄǄřŽōɪƸƭĴĦřȢĦɯɪ
ƭưĴĭĴȢŽĴĭɪưƉǌǄĴƸɪǄŔưƉǌōŔƉǌǄɪĉɪŌĉĦřŲřǄǫɮɪ½ŔĴŽɯɪǄŔĴɪ
AGV follows that path as accurately as possible.

½ŔĴưĴɪĉưĴɪƸĴǤĴưĉŲɪĥĴŽĴȢǄƸɪ
ǄƉɪ�s¨ɪ¥ĉǄŔɪ¥ŲĉŽŽřŽōɮ

AM
R

AG
V

Path Planning allows an AMR 

to adjust routing and navigate 

independently around obstacles 

without stopping vand requiring 

assistance from workers.

¥ĉǄŔɪ¥ŲĉŽŽřŽōɪÜ°ɮɪ¥ĉǄŔɪFƉŲŲƉǥřŽō
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½ưĉȞĦɪ�ƉŽōĴƸǄřƉŽ
�ŽƉǄŔĴưɪůĴǫɪĭřȝĴưĴŽĦĴɪřŽɪǄŔĴɪǥĉǫɪ�s¨ƸɪĉŽĭɪ�GÜƸɪ
ŔĉŽĭŲĴɪƉĥƸǄĉĦŲĴƸɪǄŔĉǄɪĉưĴɪŽĴĉưɪǄŔĴɪƭĉǄŔɰ

�ŲŲɪŻƉĥřŲĴɪưƉĥƉǄƸɪŔĉǤĴɪƸĉŌĴǄǫɪȢĴŲĭƸɪǥřǄŔɪƸŲƉǥʃĭƉǥŽɪ
ĉŽĭɪƸǄƉƭɪǵƉŽĴƸɪĉŽĭɪŽĴĴĭɪĉɪĦĴưǄĉřŽɪĉŻƉǌŽǄɪƉŌɪ
ĥǌȝĴưɪǄƉɪĭưřǤĴɪĉǄɪǄƉƭɪƸƭĴĴĭƸɮɪ½ŔĴưĴŌƉưĴɯɪ�GÜɪ
ǤĴŽĭƉưƸɪǄưǫɪǄƉɪŲĉǫɪƉǌǄɪƭĉǄŔƸɪǄƉɪĉŲŲƉǥɪŌƉưɪǄŔřƸɪĥǌȝĴưɪ
during setup.

NƉǥĴǤĴưɯɪŲĴǄʟƸɪƸĉǫɪĉɪŲƉĉĭřŽōɪĭƉĦůɪǥĉƸɪĦŲĴĉưɪǥŔĴŽɪ
the AGV was installed, but the warehouse starts 

operating at higher capacity and some pallets are 

staged close to the travel aisle. This will cause an 

�GÜɪǄƉɪĭƉɪƉŽĴɪƉŌɪǄǥƉɪǄŔřŽōƸɪʅɪǄŔĴɪȢưƸǄɪŻƉưĴɪĥĴŽřōŽɪ
ǄŔĉŽɪǄŔĴɪƸĴĦƉŽĭɰ

½ƉɪƉƭǄřŻřǵĴɪƸĉŌĴǄǫɯɪŻƉƸǄɪ�GÜƸɪǥřŲŲɪƸŲƉǥɪĭƉǥŽɪǄƉɪĉɪ
ĦưĉǥŲɪǥŔřŲĴɪƭĉƸƸřŽōɪǄŔĴɪƭĉŲŲĴǄƸɪĉƸɪǄŔĴřưɪƸĉŌĴǄǫɪǵƉŽĴƸɪ
ĭĴŻĉŽĭɮɪNƉǥĴǤĴưɯɪǄƉɪŻĉǪřŻřǵĴɪƭưƉĭǌĦǄřǤřǄǫɪƸƉŻĴɪ
AGVs might be programmed to ignore these and 

drive by the staging areas at a high speed, without 

leaving room for a person to egress.

½ŔĴɪȢưƸǄɪƸĦĴŽĉưřƉɪůřŲŲƸɪǄřŻĴɮɪ½ŔĴɪƸĴĦƉŽĭɪƸĦĴŽĉưřƉɪ
is a major safety concern.

By comparison, because an AMR is a Path-Planning 

ưƉĥƉǄɯɪřǄɪĭƉĴƸɪŽƉǄɪŽĴĴĭɪǄƉɪĉĭŔĴưĴɪǄƉɪĉɪȢǪĴĭɪưƉǌǄĴɪ
and can adjust its path to provide more space to 

the staged pallets near the path, allowing both the 

ưƉĥƉǄɪǄƉɪĭưřǤĴɪĉǄɪŻĉǪřŻǌŻɪƸƭĴĴĭƸɪĉŽĭɪƸǄřŲŲɪŲĴĉǤřŽōɪ
ample room for people to safely move about.
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AM
R

AG
V

Congestion

AMRs do not need to adhere to a 

ȢǪĴĭɪưƉǌǄĴɮɪ½ŔĴǫɪǌƸĴɪǄŔĉǄɪĉĥřŲřǄǫɪ
to move over and provide more 

space to obstacles situated near 

the path, with ample room for 

people to safely move about.
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ÝŔĴŽɪĉƭƭŲřĴĭɪřŽɪǄŔĴɪĦĉƸĴɪƉŌɪƉŽĦƉŻřŽōɪǄưĉȞĦɯɪǄŔĴɪ
ĉĭǤĉŽĦĴĭɪ�GÜʟƸɪŲřŻřǄĴĭɪƉĥƸǄĉĦŲĴɪĉǤƉřĭĉŽĦĴɪĥĴŔĉǤřƉưƸɪ
ĦƉǌŲĭɪưĴƸǌŲǄɪřŽɪĦǌǄǄřŽōɪĉŽƉǄŔĴưɪǤĴŔřĦŲĴɪƉȝɪƉưɪĦĉǌƸřŽōɪĉɪ
ĭĴĉĭŲƉĦůɪǄŔĉǄɪĉŽɪƉƭĴưĉǄƉưɪŔĉƸɪǄƉɪưĴƸƉŲǤĴɮɪSŽɪǄŔĴɪƸĉŻĴɪ
scenario, a traditional AGV will just stop, because it 

perceives an obstacle that it cannot go around. This 

�GÜɪǥƉǌŲĭɪĥŲƉĦůɪǄưĉȞĦɪĉŲǄƉōĴǄŔĴưɪĉŽĭɪŲřůĴǥřƸĴɪ
require an operator to intervene.

Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance

SŽɪĉɪĭǫŽĉŻřĦɪǥĉưĴŔƉǌƸĴɪĴŽǤřưƉŽŻĴŽǄɯɪ�s¨ƸɪƸŔĉưĴɪ
space with other AMRs, AGVs, and 

manually-operated vehicles. An AMR is designed to 

understand the “rules of the road” so it can operate 

seamlessly with the other vehicles and people in its 

shared space. That means in a situation where the 

�s¨ɪřƸɪĴŽĦƉǌŽǄĴưřŽōɪƉŽĦƉŻřŽōɪǄưĉȞĦɯɪřǄɪǥřŲŲɪĥĴɪĉĥŲĴɪ
ǄƉɪŻƉǤĴɪǄƉɪǄŔĴɪƸřĭĴɪǄƉɪƭĉƸƸɮɪSǄɪĦĉŽɪĉŲƸƉɪŻĉůĴɪƸŻĉưǄɪ
decisions about when to return to the nominal path 

– returning only when the way is clear.

By contrast, advanced AGVs – and even some 

AMRs – use path following with limited obstacle 

avoidance behaviors. This allows AGVs to divert 

from their path for a short distance to avoid 

individual static obstacles. This is adequate 

for isolated instances, but when traveling in 

ĦƉŽōĴƸǄĴĭɪĉŽĭɻƉưɪŔřōŔɪǄưĉȞĦɪĉưĴĉƸɯɪǫƉǌɪƉŌǄĴŽɪ
require smarter travel.

AM
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¥ĉƸƸřŽōɪŻƉǤřŽōɪǤĴŔřĦŲĴƸ
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High-capacity AMRs and AGVs have one primary 

ōƉĉŲɰɪŻƉǤĴɪƭĉŲŲĴǄƸɪĴȞĦřĴŽǄŲǫɮɪNƉǥĴǤĴưɯɪ�s¨ƸɪĉŽĭɪ
AGVs are not created equally when it comes to 

ƭĉŲŲĴǄɪƭřĦůǌƭɪĉŽĭɪĭưƉƭʃƉȝɮɪ½ŔřƸɪřƸɪĉɪůĴǫɪĉưĴĉ
to understand when selecting a solution to 

ŻĉǪřŻřǵĴɪĴȞĦřĴŽĦǫɪĉŽĭɪƭĴưŌƉưŻĉŽĦĴɮ

One important distinction is how self-driving 

forklifts approach pallet pickup. Many AGVs are 

unable to pick up pallets and require a human to 

manually load the pallet onto forks. Even advanced 

AGVs that can independently pick pallets come with 

ƸřōŽřȢĦĉŽǄɪĦƉŽƸǄưĉřŽǄƸɪƉŽɪǥŔĴưĴɪĉŽĭɪŔƉǥɪƭĉŲŲĴǄƸɪĉưĴɪ
staged and what range of pallets they can handle. 

NƉǥĴǤĴưɯɪ�s¨ƸɪĉưĴɪǄŔĴɪŻƉƸǄɪưƉĥǌƸǄɪĉŽĭɪȣĴǪřĥŲĴɪ
pallet-handling solution in the self-driving forklift 

ĦĉǄĴōƉưǫɮɪuĴĴĭŲĴƸƸɪǄƉɪƸĉǫɯɪřŽĭĴƭĴŽĭĴŽǄɪƭĉŲŲĴǄɪƭřĦůɪ
ǌƭɪřƸɪĦưřǄřĦĉŲɪǄƉɪƉǤĴưĉŲŲɪĴȞĦřĴŽĦǫɯɪƸƉɪǥƉưůĴưƸɪĭƉŽʟǄɪ
ŔĉǤĴɪǄƉɪƸǄƉƭɪǥŔĉǄɪǄŔĴǫʟưĴɪĭƉřŽōɪĉŽĭɪĉƸƸřƸǄɪǄŔĴɪ�GÜɮ

Pallet detection

AM
R

AG
V

%ưƉƭɪǵƉŽĴ

%ưƉƭɪǵƉŽĴ

¥ĉŲŲĴǄɪĭĴǄĴĦǄřƉŽ

½ŔĴɪĭřȝĴưĴŽĦĴɪŲřĴƸɪřŽɪƭĉŲŲĴǄɪĭĴǄĴĦǄřƉŽɮɪ�GÜƸɪĉưĴɪ
designed to navigate to a location where they think 

ǄŔĴřưɪǄĉưōĴǄɪƭĉŲŲĴǄɪƸŔƉǌŲĭɪĥĴɮɪSŌɪǄŔĴɪƭĉŲŲĴǄɪřƸɪƭŲĉĦĴĭɪ
ĉƸůĴǥɯɪƉưɪřŌɪǄŔĴɪƭĉŲŲĴǄɪřƸɪŽƉǄɪřŽɪǄŔĉǄɪĴǪĉĦǄɪŲƉĦĉǄřƉŽɯɪǄŔĴɪ
�GÜɪǥřŲŲɪƸǄřŲŲɪĉǄǄĴŻƭǄɪǄŔĴɪƭřĦůɪǌŽǄřŲɪřǄɪưĴĉŲřǵĴƸɪŽƉǄŔřŽōɪ
ŔĉƸɪĥĴĴŽɪŲƉĉĭĴĭɪƉŽǄƉɪřǄƸɪŌƉưůƸɮɪSǄɪǥřŲŲɪǄŔĴŽɪǥĉřǄɪŌƉưɪ
help from a human worker. We all know that a 

warehouse environment is far from precise and 

perfect where goods and people are moving at 

lightning speed.

ÝŔřŲĴɪ�GÜƸɪĭưřǤĴɪǄƉɪƭưĴĭĴȢŽĴĭɪƭƉƸřǄřƉŽƸɪǄƉɪƭřĦůɪǌƭɪ
pallets, AMRs make use of intelligent pallet detection 

ʅɪǄŔĉǄɪřƸɯɪƭƉƸřǄřǤĴɪĦƉŽȢưŻĉǄřƉŽɪǤřĉɪƉŽʃĥƉĉưĭɪƸĴŽƸƉưƸɪ
– to determine if the pallet is there before they 

attempt the pickup. AMRs will travel to the area that 

they believe the pallet should be and look around for 

the right pallet just as a human would scan 

supermarket shelves for their favorite brand of soda. 

SŌɪǄŔĴɪƭĉŲŲĴǄɪřƸɪĉƸůĴǥɯɪƉưɪƸŲřōŔǄŲǫɪƉǌǄɪƉŌɪǄŔĴɪĭưƉƭɪǵƉŽĴɯɪ
the robot will be able to identify the fork pockets and 

ĉĭūǌƸǄɪĉĦĦƉưĭřŽōŲǫɮɪSŌɪǄŔĴɪưřōŔǄɪƭĉŲŲĴǄɪřƸɪŽƉǄɪǥŔĴưĴɪǄŔĴɪ
�s¨ɪĉŽǄřĦřƭĉǄĴĭɪřǄɪƸŔƉǌŲĭɪĥĴɯɪřǄɪǥřŲŲɪŻƉǤĴɪǄƉɪǄŔĴɪŽĴǪǄɪ
drop area and search again. This approach unlocks a 

ŻĉƸƸřǤĴɪĉŻƉǌŽǄɪƉŌɪĴȞĦřĴŽĦǫɪōĉřŽƸɪĉƸɪřǄɪĉŲŲƉǥƸɪ
ƉƭĴưĉǄƉưƸɪǄƉɪǥƉưůɪŻƉưĴɪƯǌřĦůŲǫɪǥřǄŔɪŲĴƸƸɪƸƭĴĦřȢĦřǄǫɪ
ĉưƉǌŽĭɪŔƉǥɪĉŽĭɪǥŔĴưĴɪǄŔĴǫɪĭưƉƭɪƉȝɪƭĉŲŲĴǄƸɮ

AMRs make use of detection – that is, 

ƭƉƸřǄřǤĴɪĦƉŽȢưŻĉǄřƉŽɪǤřĉɪƉŽʃĥƉĉưĭɪ
sensors – to determine if the pallet is 

there before they attempt the pickup. 

SŌɪǄŔĴɪƭĉŲŲĴǄɪřƸɪĉƸůĴǥɯɪƉưɪƸŲřōŔǄŲǫɪƉǌǄɪƉŌɪǄŔĴɪ
ĭưƉƭɪǵƉŽĴɯɪǄŔĴɪưƉĥƉǄɪǥřŲŲɪĥĴɪĉĥŲĴɪǄƉɪřĭĴŽǄřŌǫɪ
řǄɮɪSŌɪǄŔĴɪưřōŔǄɪƭĉŲŲĴǄɪřƸɪŽƉǄɪǥŔĴưĴɪǄŔĴɪ�s¨ɪ
anticipated it should be, it will move to the 

ŽĴǪǄɪĭưƉƭɪĉưĴĉɪĉŽĭɪƸĴĉưĦŔɪĉōĉřŽɮ
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When comparing AMR and AGV navigation, 

řǄʟƸɪřŻƭƉưǄĉŽǄɪǄƉɪĉůĴɪŽƉǄɪūǌƸǄɪŲƉĦĉŲřǵĉǄřƉŽɪ
and infrastructure requirements into account, 

but also intelligence.

While both AGVs and AMRs use natural feature 

ŲƉĦĉŲřǵĉǄřƉŽɯɪǄŔĴɪĉĭĭřǄřƉŽĉŲɪřŽǄĴŲŲřōĴŽĦĴɪĉŽĭɪ
ȣĴǪřĥřŲřǄǫɪŌưƉŻɪƭĉǄŔɪƭŲĉŽŽřŽōɪĉŽĭɪřŽǄĴŲŲřōĴŽǄɪƭĉŲŲĴǄɪ
detection makes AMRs much more robust to 

changes in their environment. As the warehouse 

ĴŽǤřưƉŽŻĴŽǄɪĦŔĉŽōĴƸɯɪĉŽɪ�s¨ɪřƸɪĦƉŽȢĭĴŽǄɪǄŔĉǄɪřǄɪ
can use path planning and obstacle avoidance to 

move safely forward and adjust accordingly. This 

approach saves not only travel time, but also the 

time that workers are required to help a lost AGV 

ȢŽĭɪřǄƸɪǥĉǫɮ

AMR Performance Improvement Over Time

½ŔĴɪĥĴŽĴȢǄɪǄƉɪǄŔřƸɪŻĴǄŔƉĭɪřƸɪǄŔĉǄɪ�s¨ƸɪĉưĴɪŻƉưĴɪ
ȣĴǪřĥŲĴɪǄƉɪĦŔĉŽōĴƸɪřŽɪǄŔĴřưɪĴŽǤřưƉŽŻĴŽǄɮɪ�GÜƸɪ
ĴǪƭĴĦǄɪǄŔĉǄɪĉɪǥĉưĴŔƉǌƸĴɪřƸɪĉŲǥĉǫƸɪĴǪĉĦǄŲǫɪǄŔĴɪ
ƸĉŻĴɪĉƸɪřǄɪǥĉƸɪǥŔĴŽɪǄŔĴǫɪǥĴưĴɪȢưƸǄɪŻĉƭƭĴĭɮɪ
�ĴĦĉǌƸĴɪǄŔĴɪĴŽǤřưƉŽŻĴŽǄɪřƸɪĦƉŽƸǄĉŽǄŲǫɪřŽɪȣǌǪɯɪ
performance over time will gradually become worse 

and worse. An AMR that relies on a combination of 

smart sensing and dynamic planning will never 

degrade in performance – and in fact, as a 

software- and data-driven platform, actually has 

the potential to improve over time when paired 

with continuous learning capabilities.

½ŔĴɪgĴǫɪǄƉɪSŽĦưĴĉƸřŽōɪ�ƭĴưĉǄƉưɪ/ȞĦřĴŽĦǫ

The gains created by path planning, obstacle 

avoidance, and pallet detection give

�s¨ƸɪǄŔĴɪǌƭƭĴưɪŔĉŽĭɪǥŔĴŽɪřǄɪĦƉŻĴƸɪǄƉɪĴȞĦřĴŽĦǫɪĉŽĭɪ
ȣĴǪřĥřŲřǄǫɮɪ¥ĴưŔĉƭƸɪŻƉưĴ
importantly, AMRs allow operators the freedom to 

work without interruption with fewer stops and calls 

for assistance, and the ability to forgive some 

řŻƭĴưŌĴĦǄɪƭĉŲŲĴǄɪƭŲĉĦĴŻĴŽǄɪřŽɪƭřĦůɪĉŽĭɪĭưƉƭɪǵƉŽĴƸɮɪ
½ŔřƸɪŻĉůĴƸɪ�s¨ƸɪǄŔĴɪůĴǫɪǄƉɪŻĉǪřŻřǵřŽōɪƉǤĴưĉŲŲɪ
ƭưƉĭǌĦǄřǤřǄǫɪĉŽĭɪĴȞĦřĴŽĦǫɮ
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